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ALUMNI WARM-UP PARTY 
FRIDAY EVENING 
LUNCH UNDER THE TENT 
PRIOR TO GAME 
• .. ' 
, --· ' 
ALUMNI GOAL POST PARTY 
SATURDAY EVENING 
MARSHALL vs TOLEDO 
HOMECOMING GAME 
Marshall friends, the parade, arts & crafts, 
house decorations and more ... much, much morel 
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JIM COMSTOCK PETE WALLACE 
im and Pete: 
Special Hill/Ji/lies 
By BOB ADAMS 
Jim Comstock and Pete Wallace believe that being a West 
Virginian is something special. 
It's one part of a firm, but comfortable working bond 
between the greying, lanky, satirical editor emeritus and 
publisher of the fabled West Virginia Hillbilly and his blond, 
slightly-less lanky, but energetic young editor. 
The other intangible in one of the state's most productive 
new journalistic relationships involves something almost as old 
as the newspaper business itself. 
"I guess on the campus you would call it alma mater 
spirit," said Wallace. "We both have deep feelings for our 
university as well as our state and it all has a strong influence 
on the work that goes into producing the Hillbilly." 
Awareness of heritage has been Comstock's hallmark since 
his graduation from Marshall College 42 years ago, but it is 
relatively new and still growing in Wallace, who earned his 
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bachelor of arts degree in journalism from Marshall University 
in the class of 1976. 
"I do a little bit of everything in this job," Wallace said, 
"but each day I grow prouder of my school and state." 
Wallace, boni in Parkersburg and raised in Huntington, got 
his job with the Hillbilly in Richwood, W. Va., in October of 
1976 as a result of an article he wrote on Comstock Sept. 27, 
1974, for The Parthenon, Marshall student newspaper. 
"The Parthenon was doing interviews with some of 
Marshall's famous alumni," Wallace recalled, "so when Jim 
Comstock arrived in Huntington to make a speech I 
interviewed him with a tape recorder and it was used in the 
newspaper as 'The Hillbilly Tapes.' Apparently Mr. Comstock 
liked it." 
Comstock followed the younger man's college career and 
shortly before graduation day offered him a job as "the 
Hillbilly's only editor other than myself since the paper was 
founded in 1957." 
Wallace has a "good, pleasant writing 
style, lots of spunk, spark and . spirit and 
likes people as much as I do, or almost." 
Jim Comstock 
Robert Galbraith Photo 
PETE WALLACE AT STATE CAPITOL 
Comstock says Wallace has a "good, pleasant writing style, 
lots of spunk, spark and spirit and likes people as much as I 
do, or almost." 
The older and more observant of the Hillbilly's 15,000-plus 
subscribers across the state and nation might say more. 
They see a strong resemblance between Wallace's pleasant 
writing style, sense of satire and humor, and other qualities, 
and those traits possessed by Comstock today and when his 
weekly Hillbilly began publication two decades ago. 
Unlike his new editor, Comstock didn't have a job waiting 
when he left Marshall with his degree. "It was 1934," he 
recalls. "Depression time. I stopped by The Charleston Gazette 
and Daily Mail, but the economic situation was so bad they 
weren't even hiring relatives." 
Comstock said his own relatives in Nicholas County "struck 
a deal" with the school board and he got a job teaching 
English at a grammar school. "I had the world's best English 
teacher at Marshall, Dr. Willis Hayes Franklin, but still had to 
bone up to be able to stay ahead of the kids I was supposed to 
teach in Nicholas County," he said. 
He went from teaching to the newspaper business where 
$30 per month was considered good money. 
Comstock returned from World War II with a "hankering" 
for an all-state newspaper. With Bronson McClung he started 
the Nicholas County News Leader and later, with a working 
capital of $10,000 they established the Hillbilly, which, after a 
couple of near-fatal bouts with borderline bankruptcy, rose to 
its present stable financial situation. 
Comstock thinks it was his "gossipy" way of covering the 
State Legislature that helped build the Hillbilly's readership. 
"No bills, no committee meetings, just people going about the 
state's business," he said. 
Co~stock admits the Hillbilly didn't turn into a gold mine. 
"I never figured it would be a massive moneymaker," he said. 
"I'd like to think I have done something constructive for the 
people of West Virginia with it, however." 
He said the publication is "making its way nicely now, 
though." 
The 65-year-old journalist has talked of selling the Hillbilly, 
perhaps to his new editor, but nothing definite has come of 
that. 
In citing accomplishments of the Hillbilly, Comstock can 
(Continued on next J1Qge) 
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Comstock thinks it was his "gossipy" way of covering the 
State Legislature that helped build the Hillbilly's readership. 
These phptos show him in the hallowed halls gathering more 
"gossip." 
include purchase and restoration of the Pearl S. Buck home in 
Hillsboro, W. Va., and development of the Cass Senic Railroad 
into one of the state's most outstanding tourist attractions. 
"I wrote an editorial on the Pearl Buck home," he said, 
"and the readers responded with enough money to help make 
it a permanent memorial to one of the world's greatest literary 
figures." 
It is now maintained by the West Virginia Federation of 
Women's Clubs. 
Comstock said a man from Pennsylvania got the ball rolling 
on the Cass railroad effort. "The man said it w9uld make a 
great tourist attraction, so I went to the Governor's Mansion in 
Charleston with a member of the legislature. We got the 
governor (W.W. Barron) out of bed, and the project became a 
reality." 
Comstock figures that a newspaperman should be able to 
point out some civic accomplishments "just to justify 
mutilating all that newsprint every week." 
Comstock's latest and most ambitious project involves the 
writing and publication of a SO-volume comprehensive 
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Bob Adams is a former newspaperman who has 
returned to the campus to do full-time gmduate work. 
Bob received his Bachelor of Arts Degree in Journalism 
in 1956 and worked with the Huntington and Charleston 
newspapers and the Office of Public Affairs at Ohio 
University before returning to Marshall. He is a part-time 
staff member with Marshall's Office of Informational 
Services. 
encyclopedia on West Virginia in which he gives "a ghost story 
or folk legend as much space as a good governor and much 
more than some of the bad ones." 
The first printing of the encyclopedia, now in the Marshall 
library and others across the state, has been sold out, 
Comstock said. It costs about $400 per set. 
The senior journalist said he worked on the project 20 
years. "Everytime someone died, I would buy out the family 
library," he said. He worked almost eight hours a day on the 
encyclopedia for weeks at a time, devoting the rest of his time 
to the Hillbilly. "It was quite a chore," he admitted. 
Like others familiar with the effort such research and 
writing requires, Pete Wallace thinks the encyclopedia was 
much more than a chore. "The work probably will set him 
well above so many others who have served the state," he said. 
"It is an awesome creation." 
Wallace, 22, is a son of Dr. and Mrs. Aldred P. Wallace of 
Charleston. Dr. Wallace was pastor of Johnson Memorial 
Church in Huntington for 13 years. 
The Wallaces have two other sons who were graduated from 
Marshall, Greg 26, now an instructor at the U.S. Naval 
Academy, and Vaughan, 24, an employee of the Union 
Carbide Corp. at South Charleston. A daughter, Ann, 20, is 
studying home economics at Marshall_ 
Comstock and his wife, Julia Ola, also have other family 
links to Marshall. A daughter, Sandra Comstock Ferguson, 
earned her bachelor of arts degree in journalism at Marshall in 
1956. Another daughter, Elaine Comstock Nagy, 37, and a 
son, Jay, 40, attended Marshall. 
The names represent many ties to Marshall as a state 
institution of West Virginia and as Pete Wallace sums it up: "I 
guess it's not hard to see why the Hillbilly always has an eye 
and an ear tuned to things about Marshall people and other 
West Virginians. I'll probably end up about as badly hooked 
on both of them as Mr. Comstock." 
Harold McKeand Photo 
ANNE AND MERLYN DIDDLE AT SECOND 'HOME' 
Anne ~ . )terlvn: 
)tars/tall :Diplomats 
By DENISE WELKER 
If they were 40 years younger, people could call them 
restless. Teenagers might think they are cute. Some of their 
contemporaries say they should slow down. Merlyn and Anne 
Diddle are having too much fun to worry about what people 
think. 
After nearly 50 years they are still in love with sports, with 
life, and with each other, and Marshall University is happy 
about the arrangement. For much of their lives they ha)'.e been 
interested in the school, and since their retirem~ ii1 1967, 
they have been the university's most enthusiastic supporters. 
The Diddles are as much a part of school sports as pompons 
and marching bands. Athletes, students, alumni and 
townspeople all recognize them. The late Mrs. Ray Hagley said 
it best. ..If you go to a Marshall game and don't see the 
Diddles, you're in the wrong town." 
The handsome couple is easy to spot in the stands. Anne's 
hair is as red as Merlyn's is silver-white. The official Marshall 
necktie usually accents Merlyn's neat business suit, while Ann 
always wears kelly green and white. 
Losing seasons and hostile weather have not diminished 
their loyalty. They've been snowbound in Pennsylvania and 
stranded by ice storms in Ohio. They've plowed through 
blizzards to watch basketball games in small college 
auditoriums and shivered through four quarters of drenching 
rain in nearly empty football stadiums. 
.. We're something li_ke the mail man," An1:1e says with pride. 
(Continued on next fXlge) 
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(Continued from previous page) 
"Neither rain, nor sleet, nor darkness of night will keep us 
from a game. No weather is so bad that we can't get to see the 
team." 
The Diddles drive thousands of miles each year to watch 
the Thundering Herd play football and basketball in places as 
exciting as New York City and as tame as Lake Charles, La. 
Why? 
Their interest in sports and Marshall began in the '20s. 
Anne cheered from the sidelines when Merlyn was a poor but 
determined football player at tiny Morris Harvey Academy, 
then at Barboursville. Times were tough, and the young 
sportsman couldn't afford a full football uniform. He played 
in a football jersey and his baseball pants. The lack of money 
eventually prevented him from completing college. 
It was at Morris Harvey that Merlyn tasted defeat for the 
first time. After the football team was clobbered by Concord 
110-0, the squad decided to hang up its ragged uniforms. 
Anne received her teaching certificate from Marshall in 
1928, and she and Merlyn were married the following year. 
There was little money for extras. But most sports events 
weren't expensive, and the young couple rarely missed a local 
event. Merlyn still remembers the day Jim Thorpe came to 
town. 
"Jim Thorpe and his Indians were putting on an exhibition 
in Barboursville, and we were thrilled to see them," Merlyn 
recalled. "But his performance outside the auditorium was 
better than the show. 
"His car had a flat tire, and there wasn't any jack. We all 
gathered around to see what he'd do. Someone from the 
crowd ran across the street and got a wooden crate. Thorpe 
just lifted the car up by the bumper and set it down on that 
crate like it was nothing. 
"But the crate collapsed from all the weight, and Thorpe 
began to get mad. Finally, he found a cinderblock, picked the 
car up, and set it down a second time." 
Between Merlyn's job as a foreman at Huntington Alloys, 
Inc., Anne's teaching, and rearing two children, they still 
found time to follow their mutual sports interest. When 
Merlyn retired they knew their main hobby would be traveling 
with the teams and working with the school's alumni 
association. 
"Retirement was a day of rejoicing for both of us," Merfyn 
said. "I like my job, but there were so many things we wanted 
to do and didn't have time for when we both worked. Anne 
decided she would retire when I did so we could travel 
together." 
Over the years they've compiled mental scrapbooks of their 
most memorable Marshall associations. Merlyn remenbers each 
season distinctly, and his conversations are sprinkled with 
reminiscenses of Marshall athletes great and small. 
One of his favorite stories is about the young basketball 
player who went to school by day and worked in Merlyn's 
department at Huntington Alloys at night to support his wife 
and children. Although the athlete practiced on his own time 
for Coach Cam Henderson, he frequently needed to be 
excused from work to play in the games. 
Merlyn covered up for his absences until he ran out of 
excuses and his supervisor threatened to fire both Merlyn and 
the boy. In desperation, the athlete went to the plant manager 
with his problem. 
"It was not the kind of thing most people would trouble 
the head man with," Merlyn said, chuckling. "But it was 
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Denise Welker, a former newspaper writer, is assistant 
editor of Huntington Alloys News. She eamed her B.A. 
in journalism from Marshall in 19 72 and has returned to 
her alma mater for work toward a master's degree. Harold McKeand Photo 
PARACHUTIST BRINGS HOMECOMING FOOTBALL 
Harold McKeand Photo 
'IF YOU ... DON'T SEE THE DIDDLES, YOU'RE IN THE WRONG TOWN' 
important to the boy, and he knew I supported him, for what 
that was worth. He figured he was in so much trouble anyway, 
he might as well go right to the top." 
To the disgruntled supervisor's surprise and Merlyn's 
merriment, the basketball player was excused from work 
whenever a game was scheduled, on orders of the plant 
manager. 
Helping a student has sometimes meant lending money, and 
a friend of the Diddle's son will always remember the couple's 
generosity. 
"Merlyn, Jr., went to his mother when he needed money, 
because she's such a soft touch," Merlyn said. "A friend of his 
didn't have tuition for the coming semester, and our son 
wanted to know if we could help. 
"That was back when $100 was more valuable than it is 
now, but we wanted to help. The next day, the student had his 
tuition fee." 
Over the years a continuing stream of homesick athletes has 
eaten and relaxed at the big white house on Depot Street. The 
Diddles still get Christmas cards from parents who appreciated 
a stranger taking an interest in their sons. 
Their most lasting friendship has been with a young mother 
whose husband was killed in the 1970 Marshall airplane 
disaster. The young woman was expecting her first child when 
her husband, a member of the football team, was killed. Away 
from her family in another state, she was sad and friahtened. 
But she was not alone in her grief. The Diddles Oi'fened their 
home and their hearts to her and were ready anytime she 
needed to talk over her problems. 
Merlyn and Anne reluctantly talk about the crash that 
killed many of their friends. Anne's dislike of flying kept them 
from being on the plane. 
However, the crash added a new importance to their alumni 
work. Today, with Merlyn and Anne's help, the Marshall 
Memorial Invitational attracts thousands of basketball fans and 
raises money for the alumni association. 
"Merlyn and Anne have done everything but sweep out the 
Field House after games," said Don Ferguson, alumni 
association president. "Every year they sell advertising for the 
program, sell game tickets, and then peddle the programs in 
the stands. They work beside alumni less than half their age 
with as much excitement and energy. 
"Together they are true Marshall diplomats. If only we had 
thousands more like them." 
Merlyn was rewarded for his work when the association 
named him "honorary alumnus" in 1974. Anne served on the 
Alumni Association's board for eight years. But the coupie 
asks no thanks for their devotion to Marshall. They follow the 
teams because they enjoy it. 
"Enjoyable" is only a mild way of describing two of their 
sports highlights. 
"In 1955 we traveled to Bowling Green with the team to 
wat~h them defeat Bowling Green and later Toledo to win the 
MAC title," Anne said. "The weather was terrible. It snowed, 
rained, and sleeted. Anything that could fall from the sky 
came down on us, but it didn't dampen our enthusiasm for the 
win." 
"And then in 1967, we went to New York City to watch 
the team in the NIT," she continued. "Most of the other fans 
could only stay a few days, but we were there for 10 days and 
watched Marshall play in all its games." 
As Athletic Director Joe McMullen will tell you, the 
(Continued on next page) 
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'NO WEATHER IS SO BAD THAT WE CAN'T GET TO SEE THE TEAM' 
Diddles live and die with the team. Merlyn puts it another 
way. "We're always full of joy after a victory. But it's a long 
ride home after a defeat." 
A typical game trip becomes a mini-vacation for the roving 
retirees. They may take a week or more to tour the area where 
Marshall will be playing. Because Anne doesn't drive, she is in 
charge of reading maps and road signs. 
"We get to see small towns away from the tourist traps we 
would never visit if we weren't traveling with the school," 
Merlyn said. "We've made friends from other colleges who 
remember us whenever Marshall comes back to play." 
The couple stays in the motel where the team stays. Merlyn 
watches pre-game practice, and he and Anne go to dinner with 
other Marshall faithful. Even when there's no· victory to 
celebrate the fans usually get together for a post-game party. 
"Many of the same people go to the games wth us, and we 
enjoy the socializing," Anne said. "But we all travel separately. 
That way we aren't tied to anyone else's plans, and we go 
where we like." 
Spur-of-the-moment trips don't fluster her. She can be 
ready to go to Texas in an hour and has been known to keep a 
suitcase packed and ready. 
The Diddles don't think students have changed much in the 
years since they first started following athletics. 
"Most of the athletes are polite and respect each other," 
Merlyn said. "Some of them are a little timid, and we try to 
draw them out. But I believe they appreciate the home folks 
and the encouragement we give them. Sometimes just a kind 
word can make them feel better." 
When it's off-season for Marshall athletics, the Diddles 
don't hibernate. They recently visited Europe, and they enjoy 
West Virginia's mountain scenery. 
How can they afford all this travel on a retirement budget? 
"I think the older we get, the less we require," Anne said. 
"We haven't had any mortgage to worry about for years, and 
IO 
we've been saving money in anticipation of retirement since 
the children were grown." 
Their children endorse their travels and send them off every 
time with, "Enjoy yourselves. No need to hurry back." 
"We're not saying what we do is right for everyone," Anne 
emphasized. "But this is the kind of life we enjoy. 
"We agree with some experts who believe long life is not 
hereditary or a matter of whether you drink or smoke. It's all 
in your mental attitude. 
"Happiness is a habit," she continued. ••You can make up 
your mind to be happy or not, and we choose to keep a good 
sense of humor about everything. We have a zest for living, and 
as long as we have it, we'll keep going and doing." 
7:ell Us lt! 
Your Campus Friends want to hear about 
you. 
Oass news is the most popular feature of 
any alumni magazine. If yo_u have been pro-
moted, married, honored, whatever, let us know 
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JERRY BOWLES 
By JAMES E. CASTO 
It was 1973 and Jerry Bowles had it made - or, at least, so 
it seemed at the time. A West Virginian (he recalls growing up 
in "relatively comfortable poverty on a farm not far from The 
Greenbrier") who had migrated to the Big Apple to seek his 
fortune as a writer, the 30-ish Bowles had met with an 
out-sized share of success. 
Not only had he landed a job as associate editor of the 
corporate magazine published by a big New York accounting 
firm, he also had become a frequent freelance contributor to 
such magazines as Esquire, Vogue and Cosmopolitan, writing 
on such diverse subjects as fashion designers, Hollywood 
moguls, the modeling business and pickles. (Pickles? Yep, 
pickles.) 
Now, what had started out as idle curiosity ("Gee, I wonder 
what -1lappened to Annette Funicello and all those other 
Disney Mouseketeers when they grew up?'') rapidly was turning 
intc;> the nianuscript of a book. Not only did Bowles have the 
title for it, "Forever Hold Your Banner High!" (from the 
theme song of the popular 1950s TV show), he - far more 
importantly - also had a signed contract with a major New 
York publishing firm. The company even ballyhooed the 
forthcoming volume with an announcement in its catalog. 
Then things fell apart. Bowles delivered the completed 
manuscript only to find that the editor he'd been working 
(Continued on next page) 
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The Mouseketeers and Jimmie Dodd, left, as they appeared in 
late 1956. At right, Cheryl Holdridge on her 18th birthday in 
1962, wears her first bikini and announces she is ready Jor 
grown up roles. In 1963, she married Lance Reventlow, IJeir to 
Barbara Hutton's Woolworth fortune. He was killed in 1972. 
(Continued from previous page) 
with had departed for greener pastures. Those remaining at the 
publishing house didn't care about his manuscript, Sorry. The 
young author was concerned but not really worried. He'd just 
take the book to another publisher. After all, with his 
experience as a freelancer, he had plenty of "contacts" in New 
York publishing circles. 
Finding a new publisher, however, was to prove to be 
something easier said than done. Publisher after publisher 
looked the manuscript over, then turned it down. Since the 
manuscript was far from flattering in its portraits of both the 
Disney organization and some of the ex-Mouseketeers, Bowles 
suspects that some of the publishing concerns may have been 
reluctant to get fovolved in what could prove a legal hassle. 
When, for example, the word got out that the chapter on 
Annette, the pretty unofficial lead Mouseketeer, was to be 
excerpted in one of those sexy new women's magazines, there 
was an item in Newsweek magazine to the effect that, if the 
article was published, Annette's agent-husband planned to sue 
both Bowles and the magazine. The article wasn't published. 
Despite his inability to find a publisher for what he had 
taken to informally calling The Mouse Book, Bowles found 
that otherwise his career was zooming. The road from the West 
Virginia hill-country to the New York publishing world might 
seem a long one, but Bowles had traveled it quickly and with 
relative ease. 
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Born May 11, t 943, at Oak Hill ("Right in the same 
hospital where country music great Hank Williams died," he 
notes), Bowles moved with his family when he was still young 
to the little town of Sandstone in Summers County, There he 
was to spend a childhood not all that different from that of 
countless other Mountain State youngsters of his generation. 
One memory he recalls: Seemingly endless teen-age Saturdays 
spent moving the outside TV antenna around in an effort to 
improve the reception on the family's second-hand Zenith. All 
the better, of course, to see those afternoon appearances by 
Annette and the other Mouseketeers. 
In 196 I, Bowles enrolled at Marshall University, where he 
quickly gravitated to the journalism department, then located 
in the subterranian depths of the James E. Morrow Library. 
Like so many MU students, he had to work part-time, putting 
in stints with WSAZ (now WGNT) Radio as a disc jockey and 
the Huntington Publishing Co., where he was a newspaper 
reporter and copy editor. At one point, he was put in charge 
of the weekly television section and then was fired when he 
totally failed to update the program listings from one week to 
the next. "I didn't figure it made much difference," he said. 
"People would watch no matter what was on. In any event, 
the late George Clark, then the editor, rehired me later 
anyway. He figured I'd learned my lesson. I hadn't." 
Another highlight of his campus career came one summer 
when Bowles was serving as editor of The Parthenon, and the 
journalism department was visited by one of its most famous 
graduates, comic Soupy Sales. The highlight : a pie in the face 
from Sales, famed for his proclivity for throwing same. 
Following his graduation from MU in 1965, Bowles paid a 
visit to Antarctica courtesy Uncle Sam and the U.S. Navy (he 
describes it as "the kind of place you need to go to once to get 
it out of the way"), a stay at West Virginia University to pick 
up a master's degree in journalism and a stint of six weeks or 
so on the copy desk of The Wall Street Journal in New York 
City. 
Then came the job with the accounting firm, which has 
been paying the bills while Bowles and his beautiful wife - the 
former Suzanne Szlemko - of Huntington, also an MU grad, 
have l>een getting deeper into the art scene (her) and 
publishing world (him). 
When his wife brought home some art magazines, Bowles 
started reading them and was convinced that he could do "a 
better job" than many of those writing for them. And he 
could, as was proved when his reviews and articles started 
appearing with frequency in Art News and similiar 
publications. 
One thing led to another. Soon he had edited a series of 
instructional art books, assembled two collections of avant~ 
garde art - "This Book Is A Movie" (Delta, 1971) and ''Art 
Work, No Commercial Value" (Grossman, 1972)- and written 
an article on colorful and controversial art dealer Reese Palley 
for Esquire magazine. The latter was to prove the prototype 
for what has become the young West Virginia writer's 
specialty, the personality piece - in recent years he's 
interviewed and profiled TV gamester Chuck Barris, beauty 
Diane Von Furstenberg, chic designer Halston and such 
lesser-known lights as Sam Lucchese of San Antonio, whose 
claim to fame is that he handcrafts fancy (and expensive) 
boots for, among others, John Wayne. 
Then, there was Acquire magazine. His interview with 
Reese Palley, the Atlantic City showman-salesman who's made 
a fortune peddling porcelain Boehm birds and other limited 
edition art pieces, had convinced Bowles that there was a 
waiting market out there to be tapped, one composed of 
collectors anxious to be kept up to date on what was 
happening on the limited edition front. So, with a friend, he 
founded Acquire, a magazine aimed solidly (and solely) at 
The writer, James E. Casto, and subject, Jerry 
Bowles, have been friends since they were fellow 
students in the MU Journalism Department in the early 
1960s. Since this article was written, "Forever Hold 
Your Banner High" has gone into a second printing and 
has been sold to a paperback firm for reprinting. 
Casto (B.A. '64-M.A. '61) is editorial page editor of 
The Herald-Dispatch in Huntington. 
Karen and Cubby were the youngest Mouseketeers. Together 
they introduced the "Mousekartoon." Today, Cubby O'Brien 
is a drummer with The Carpenters and on The Carol Burnett 
Show. Karen Pendleton is married (one child) to lawyer 
Michael DeLauer and works for the Prudential Company. 
limited edition collectors. The new magazine proved not only 
attractive and readable but also profitable. 
Still, however, the manuscript of The Mouse Book 
languished unpublished. And that bothered Bowles. A lot. It 
wasn't only that he'd put a lot of hard work into it, tracking 
down the various ex-Mouseketeers and interviewing them, then 
working the interviews (and other research) into the 
manuscript that now was tucked away in the bottom of one of 
his file drawers. No, it was more than that. For Bowles had put 
a lot of himself into it as well. True, he already had two books 
to his credit. But those had been editing jobs. More scissors 
and paste than writing. In this sense, "Forever Hold Your 
Banner High" was his first book. And he was determined it 
would be published. But how? Just about every publisher in 
town had looked at it and turned it down. What was there left 
to do? 
Then, it happened. A chance encounter at a party led to a 
second reading of the manuscript at a publishing house which 
already had turned thumbs down on it once. (It may or may 
not be true, but it's said that the editor involved turned up at 
the weekly conference where "go" or "don't go" decisions are 
made on manuscripts with a set of Mouseketeer ears perched 
on his head. In any event, the board voted "go.") Meanwhile, 
the original editor who had first been impressed with Bowles 
and his book, now firmly established at another publishing 
house, again expressed an interest in it. Thus it was that one 
day Bowles had what seemed to be an unwanted manuscript 
on his hands and then the next day he had two major 
pubHshers vying for it. 
Doubleday was to prove the winner, publishing "Forever 
Hold Your Banner High!" in October, 197 6. There was a first 
printing of 10,000 copies, a 6,000-word condensation offered 
for sale to newspapers, a cross-country promotion tour which 
saw Bowles appear on a host of local TV talk shows, and an 
avalanche of publicity - including a Page One interview in The 
National Observer and a long (though not very flattering) 
review in The New York Times Book Review. 
As for Bowles, his curiosity about the Mickey Mouse Club 
long since satisfied, his thoughts have turned to other things. 
"I've been wondering of late," he said, "about what happened 
to all those people who appeared on the old Ed Sullivan 
show." Obviously, there's another book in the offing. But, 
given the stir that's resulted from the publication of his 
Mouseketeer volume (including an eye-popping ~ticle in one 
man's magazine where ex-Mouseketeer Doreen Tracey takes 
off just about everything but her Mouseketeer ears), his next 
book - whatever its subject - promises to be a lot easier to get 
published. 
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By C. T. MITCHELL the Multi-Purpose Facility, which will absorb a renovated 
Gullickson Hall, could be completed in 1980. 
The day of the green beanie is over-has been for quite a 
few years. 
Also likely to be completed in 1980 is "Building B," a 
four-story classroom structure targeted for a fall 1977 ground-
breaking at the southwest corner of the campus, 5th Avenue 
and 16th .Street. Cost probably will be close to $6 million. 
We'll know when the bids are opened this summer. 
The day of the green hardhat is just around the corner. 
Marshall University is entering its greatest period of 
construction and growth, Projects totaling approximately $40 
million are either on the drawing boards or in initial planning 
stages. 
Between now and 1980, the sounds of bulldozers, power 
saws and hammers will punctuate the air from 20th Street to 
Spring Valley, from 3rd Avenue to 6th Avenue. It's likely 
several major construction jobs will be going simultaneously. 
The schematic drawings indicate Building B will be one of 
the most attractive structures built at Marshall in many years. 
It is being designed to complement beautiful Memorial 
Student Center. Because of its location on busy, one-way 5th 
A venue, it will be the first Marshall building seen by many 
people. 
The biggest project involves the Multi-Purpose Facility 
package approved by the West Virginia Board of Regents in 
January. Total cost for the massive building is expected to be 
about $18 million. Cost of other elements in the package, 
including a baseball-recreation field, parking lots, tennis courts 
and acquisition of about three city blocks of land, is figured at 
somewhere between $4 million and $7 million. If all goes well, 
It will house the College of Business and Applied Science, 
along with the Departments of English, Economics and Home 
Economics. 
The campus will be extended to Spring Valley when a Basic 
Sciences Building is constructed for the Marshall Medical 
School on the grounds of the Veterans Administration 
Hospital-a partner in the Med School project. At least $5.2 
million in federal money is expected to go into the Basic 
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ACTIVITY 
Archery and Golf Space 
12 four-foot shooting lanes with 
30-yard range 
Golf net hung from ceiling 
Gymnastics 
Floor exercise, parallel bars, uneven 
ban, high bar, vault, rings, balance 
beam, 2 trampolines, parallel horse 
Instructional Gymnasium 
Basketball, tennis, volleyball, bad-
minton courts 
Dance Studio 
Folk and social, instructional, labora-
tory, production areas 
Handball Court With Viewing Gallery 
12 courts for handball, paddleball, 
squash 
Natatorium 
Pool (119' by 63') with diving area, 
instructional or competitive area 
Locker rooms, .toilets, showers, 
office 
Seating for 800 
Arena 
Main basketball court, 4 secondary 
basketball courts, 4 tennis courts, 8 
volleyball and 8 badminton courts. 
Seating for 11,000 to 12,000 
Wrestling, Judo 
Wrestling, judo, personal defense 
areas 
Gullickson Hall Gymnasium 
)tajor 1eatures of tlte )i 
PARTICIPANT 
Men's Varsity Locker Rooms 
Baseball, 72; Track, Cross Country, 
72; Basketball, 36; Wrestling, 40; 
Swimming, 30; Tennis, Golf, 24 
Women's Varsity Locker Rooms 
Swimming, 30 lockers; Tennis, Golf, 
24; Basketball, 30; Volleyball, 24; 
Track, 30 
Other Locker Rooms 
Student, (M) 1,200 (F) 800; Junior 
Varsity, Coaches, (M) 40 (F) 24; 
Dept. of H, PE and R faculty, (M) 36 
(F) 20 ; University faculty, staff, (M) 
100 ( F) 50; Graduate assistants, (M) 
30 (F) 16 
Toilet, Shower Rooms 
1 male, 1 female each for Vanity and 
PE students; JV, visiting teams; 
Officials; Coaches, faculty, staff 
Weiaht Exercise, Training Room 
Free weiaht lifting, Nautilus equip-
ment, universal equipment rooms 
Athletic Training Room 
Doctor's office, exam room, trainer's 
office, toilet, treatment room, whirl-
pool, exercise room, tape room 
Central Laundry 





Manager's office, secretary's office 
Department of Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation 
1 administrative office 
6 secretarial offices 
20 general offices 
16 graduate assistants' offices 
3 conference rooms 
1 storage and work room 
Department of Athletics 
5 administrative offices 
14 coaches' offices 
1 reception area 
1 conference room 
8 secretarial areas 
1 Big Green Cub office 
8 graduate assistants' offices 
1 workroom 
1 storage room 
Audio-visual Room 
Art 
rjree11 Hea11ie 011 Campus 
Sciences Building, which now is in the planning stages. A 
tentative construction schedule calls for a July I 978 ground-
breaking and a completion target of 18 months. 
In addition, the Veterans Administration is upgrading the 
VA Hospital to play its major role in the Marshall Medical 
School program. A $1.3 million ambulatory care center 
project is moving along and should be completed this spring. 
The VA expects to break ground in November of this year on 
a $7.5 million addition to the hospital's Building I with 
completion targeted for August 1979. The project entails 
complete ward renovation and expansion with the bed 
capacity remaining the same- I 70-plus teaching space within 
the wards for medical students, interns, residents and affiliate 
nurses. 
Early this year, Marshall acqui:i'ed the Doctors' Memorial 
Hospital building (formerly the C&O Railway Hospital) at a 
cost of $584,622, Renovation plans are being completed for 
another phase of this project. Doctors' Memorial will play a 
major role in the Medical School and will serve as the school's 
headquarters at least until construction is completed at the VA 
Hospital. 
Another major project involves re.novation work at Jenkins 
Hall, headquarters of the College of Education, at a cost of 
about $440,000. The work, which should start this year, will 
include a new roof. Already under construction in Jenkins is a 
$55,000 elevator, part of a continuing campus project to make 
all buildings available for use by handicapped students. 
In the planning stage is a $4 million-plus improvement to 
the Science Hall, including an addition, renovation of the 
existing structure, and equipment. Plans have been submitted 
to the Board of Regents but there is no construction timetable 
yet. A private source has indicated an interest in funding a 
major part of this project. 
Smallest of the planned projects is an art gallery addition to 
Smith Hall, expected to get under way this spring. Much of the 
interior work will be done by Marshall's plant operations staff 
and the cost probably will not exceed $50,000. 
Quite naturally, the project generating the greatest amount 
of interest is the package which includes the Multi-Purpose 
Facility. As envisioned by Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates, 




Perceptual motor performance 
Human performance 
First aid 
Arts and crafts 
Recreational games 
Classrooms 
Instructional learning center 
2 large rooms, seating 150 each 
Seminar room, seating 16 
General purpose, seating 40 
Study room, seating 2 5 
SPECTATOR 
Ticket Area 
Sales counter, safekeeping vault, 
office 
Portable Sales Area 
3 Permanent Concession Stands 
Toilet Areas 
2 male, 2 female 
Seating for 11,000 to 12,000 
First Aid 
Waiting, treatment areas 
BUILDING SERVICES 
Entries, Corridors, Display Areas, 
Service Elevator 
Receh•ing, Loading Area 
Mechanical, Electrical, Telephone 
Equipment Rooms 
4 Janitor Oosets 
Employee Locker Room for 24 
Security Office 
SPECIAL USE 
Monogram room for 144 persons 
Serving kitchen, meeting room 
Lounge - 14' by 14' 





(Continued from previous /HIKe) 
P'IFTH AYINUI 
Inc., the St. Louis firm employed as consultants to the Board 
of Regents, the Multi-Purpose Facility will include an 
I I ,000-seat basketball arena, an 800-seat natatorium 
(swimming complex), auxiliary gyms, teaching stations and 
classrooms for physical education instruction, intramural 
sports facilities and offices for the Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation Department and the Athletic Department. 
The project calls for 208,000 square feet of construction. 
In addition, Gullickson Hall's 88,000 square feet will receive 
about $2.8 million worth of renovation and will become part 
of the new building. Gullickson, in essence, will disappear. The 
work will be phased to permit continued use of Gullickson 
until the new structure can be completed. 
The building, which will be air conditioned, will meet many 
long-standing needs at Marshall. The physical education 
program is hampered by lack of facilities. The Women's 
Physical Education Building, completed in 1920, is small and 
sadly-deteriorated. Gullickson Hall, completed in 1961 when 
Marshall had fewer than 4,500 students, is inadequate. Lack of 
air conditioning in a building designed for air conditioning 
makes it virtually uninhabitable during warm weather. 
Obviously, the athletic program will receive a big boost. For 
the first time in decades, Marshall will be able to play in its 
own arena, rather than rented facilities. There will be enough 
seats to attract "big-name" schools to the Marshall basketball 
schedule and the facility should be of tremendous help in 
recruiting outstanding athletes, The Thundering Herd will have 
a first-class home and it will be convenient for students. 
The arena also will provide a place large enough to 
accommodate all who wish to attend Commencement and it 
will be an excellent facility for student-sponsored concerts and 
dances. 
Intramural sports programs will be boosted, too. For 
example, there are more than 80 intramural basketball teams. 
As a result, things get a bit chaotic in the present Gullickson 
gym with as many as three games going on side by side. 
The emphasis is on "multi-purpose." In order to use the 
same space for a variety of purposes, all seats in the arena will 
be on movable platforms. On the first level, they will telescope 
backward from the basketball court; on the upper level, they 
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will telescope forward, providing walls and creating a great 
deal of space for other activities. 
When will construction start? It's hard to say, but it could 
be within a year. A funding proposal has been presented to the 
West Virginia Legislature. An appraiser has been appointed to 
determine valqes on property which must be acquired. 
Architectural design must be completed, Once ground is 
broken, the work is expected to take about two years. 
The proposaf also calls for acquisition of about three blocks 
of land between 5th and 6th avenues, from Elm Street to 19th 
Street, as well as the 1900 block of the south side (campus 
side) of 3rd Avenue. 
The plan calls for use of the land from Elm Street to I 8th 
Street to provide 1,150 additional parking spaces. These would 
serve not only the arena during athletic events, but would 
provide much-needed parking for students during class hours. 
The block from 18th Street to I 9th Street is earmarked for 
a baseball-recreation field (finally, a home for another 
Thundering Herd team) and will extehd the campus to the 
front door of the newly-acquired Doctors' Memorial Hospital 
building, 
Part of the I 900 block of the south side of 3rd A venue will 
be needed for the arena's public entry area, as well as building 
service access. In addition, six tennis courts are planned in the 
area, including four existing courts displaced by the new 
building. 
Remaining as part of the campus physical education 
complex will be the new $250,000 all-weather track and the 
intramural field between Gullickson Hall and Twin Towers. 
Of course, several other projects are anticipated as we move 
into the new decade. The old Women's Physical Education 
Building is ticketed for demolition following completion of 
the Multi-Purpose Facility. Still in the plans are renovation of 
the western (Towers) section of Old Main and demolition of 
the rest. Northcott Hall, second oldest building on the campus, 
may be removed following completion of Building B. Campus 
walkways and lighting will have to be rearranged, 
And it sure would be great someday to have a creative arts 
building, highlighted by an 800-seat theatre ... 
The next few years obviously are going to be busy ones for 
Marshall. Drop by and see for yourself. 
And bring your own hardhat, 
vU U 's ff acl<ie Jlunt 
to ffoin Otlter Vreats 
, 
/JI Jlall of lame 
BY BOB ADAMS 
In the language of today's tuned-in television generation, 
John Seva (Jackie) Hunt was the "bionic man" of Cam 
Henderson's talented Thundering Herd football show. 
Those who witnessed his play saw a super performer whose 
swift, powerful legs left a wake of flattened pursuers in 
Marshall wins over such teams as Virginia Tech, Wake Forest, 
Miami of Ohio, Ohio University, Xavier, Toledo and Dayton. 
Labeled by sports writers as the Golden Boy of the Golden 
Era of Marshall University football, the Huntington High 
School two-time all-stater was the starting tailback for Coach 
Henderson as the potent Herd won 24 games and lost only five 
in 1939-40-41. 
Marshall was 9-2 in 1939, 8-2 in 1940 and 7-1in1941. The 
loss in 1941 was a 7-0 defeat to a powerful Dayton team. No 
Marshall teams before or since have been able to put together 
three years to equal this record. 
Hunt's 43 career touchdowns-27 in 1940 for the national 
single season touchdown record-earned him playing 
assignments for the College All-Star game in Chicago and the 
collegiate North-South game now known as the Blue-Grey 
game. 
His single season record stood until Lydell Mitchell of Penn 
State and now of the Baltimore Colts-broke it with 29 in 
1971. 
Hunt holds the Marshall career record for yards gained 
rushing with 1,956 and points scored with 258, but statistics 
kept by the school were incomplete. Football observers of that 
era said he probably gai'ned more than 4,000 yards rushing in 
his varsity days. ..They only kept track of my J?ns runs and 
touchdowns,'' Hunt said. "I had a lot of short runs that 
weren't recorded. That was just the way they did things." 
Hunt was drafted by the Chicago Bears, then the reigning 
(Continued on next page) JACKIE HUNT AS A FRESHMAN IN 1938 
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Jackie and Mae 
Evelyn Hunt 
Reminisce Over 
'Golden Era' In 
MU Football. 
Photo Courtesy Huntington Publishing Co. 
(Continued from previous page) 
powerhouse of the National Football League. He served four 
years in the military service in World War II before joining the 
Bears, but the edge had been taken off his skills and he played 
only the 1945 season. 
This spring his great talent once again will be recognized. 
Thirty-five years after he became a Marshall University 
football legend, Jackie Hunt has been voted into the West 
Virginia Sports Writers Hall of Fame. 
The induction dinner will be held May 8, 1977 at the 
Marshall Memorial Student Center. 
Hunt is the fifth Marshall athlete to be voted into the HOF. 
The others are John Zontini-who became the first in 
1970-Jule Rivlin, Leo Byrd and Frank (Gunner) Gatski. 
Cam Henderson was inducted in 1955. Two sports experts 
who saw Hunt play think the honor is well deserved. 
Fred Burns, retired Huntington Herald-Dispatch executive 
sports editor, said "Hunt was as good a broken field runner as 
I have ever seen. He had all of 0.J. Simpson's great moves. His 
gait was deceptive. When he broke through the line into the 
clear he was dynamite." 
Burns said Hunt would move toward a tackler, then shift a 
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hip or shake his shoulders while changing speed. "The man 
would be clutching air as Hunt sailed by him," Burns said. 
Under the single-wing formation used by Henderson, Hunt 
received and used very effectively "great blocking" from Eddie 
Ulinski and other teammates, Burns said. 
The former sports editor said he was in Roanoke, Va. when 
Jimmy Leach of Virginia Military Institute set the single 
season scoring mark with his 26th touchdown. "Twenty years 
later I was in Fairfield Stadium when Jackie Hunt broke that 
record," Burns said. "It was a great thrill." 
Burns said Hunt also was an outstanding punter, passer and 
defensive man. 
Herald-Dispatch sports columnist Ernie Salvatore, a student 
at Marshall when Hunt played, said the versatile tailback "was 
a hard man to tackle." 
"Jackie had all the classic moves of Franco Harris or Larry 
Czonka," the sports writer reminisced. "He could dip, appear 
to slip and throw a hip into a potential tackler and when the 
man was off balance run by him or over him." 
Salvatore said Hunt was big for a running back in those 
(Continued on Page 20) 
Jlunt in Action 
Marshall's Jackie Hunt, in picture at top, faked handoffs to two half-
backs then blasted through a gaping hole in the University of Dayton 
line to score the winning touchdown as the Thundering Herd defeated 
the highly-touted Flyers at Fairfield Stadium in 1939, .. The blocking 
was so good, not a soul touched me," Hunt said in recalling the play, 
Hunt's powerful, churning legs, photo at lower left, left both opponents 
and referees far behind when he broke into the clear for one of his 
many touchdowns. In the picture below, a grim-faced West Virginia 
Wesleyan linebacker, #59, doesn't appear happy at the prospects of 
making an open-field tackle on Hunt, #75, in a 1940 game at Fairfield. 
Hunt wore numbers 31 and 75 in his playing days at Marshall. 
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Hunt, #31, in blocking position in top picture, turned in one 
of his most outstanding games in this 1939 game against 
powerful Wake Forest which Marshall lost by one point. 
Wearing his #75 jersey, in photo at bottom, Hunt gained 
valuable yardage before being brought down by three husky 
West Virginia Wesleyan players on this play in the 1940 
contest won by the Herd. 
(Continued from Page 18) 
days. "Linemen then were huge if they weighed 220 pounds," 
he said, "and Hunt, at 195 , was tough to handle. If he were 21 
and playing today he probably would be even more 
outstanding since he wouldn't be passing, punting and playing 
defense as he did under the one platoon football system. 
Today, he could specialize in running the ball and that is what 
he liked doing best." 
The sports writer said he didn't know how fast Hunt could 
run but "I don't remember anyone ever pulling him down 
from behind." ~ 
Salvatore said Henderson considered Jackie Hunt the "most 
coatjtable" athlete he had ever had. "The •01d Man' said he 
could tell Hunt what he wanted done once and Hunt did it 
perfectly without further instruction," said Salvatore. 
Some say the 16-6 win over a strong Wake Forest team in 
1941 was Hunt's finest performance as he ran, passed, punted 
and slammed into Deacon ball carriers again and again. He 
caught nine of nine passes thrown to him, completed two of 
two, intercepted three and averaged 44 yards per punt. He had 
more than 100 yards rushing against what some football 
observers then believed to be the strongest defensive line in the 
south. 
However, Hunt believes his best performance was in 
Marshall's 19-13 win over Dayton in 1939 when the Flyers 
squad had been beefed up by players cut from the talent-laden 
Notre Dame University varsity. 
"We were tied with Dayton with two minutes to go," Hunt 
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said, "and had the ball on our own 40 with about three yards 
to go for a first down. We went for it and made it. I completed 
a couple of passes to Jack Morlock and then ran 25 yards for 
the touchdown with less than a minute to go." 
Hunt was a three-year starter at HHS under Coach Eddie 
Blickel and nearly went to Ohio State with Blickel who was 
hired to coach the Buckeye freshman team. 
Hunt elected to attend Marshall, a decision which he said he 
has never regreted. 
"Marshall was the hometown school," he said, "and I knew 
that wherever I went I would wind up back in Huntington. 
Going to Marshall was the best move 1 ever made." 
The former tailback saw several Big Green home football 
games in 1976 and believes Coach Frank Ellwood and the 
program are "on the right track." 
Hunt said the team has shown great improvement and is 
going to do a lot better next year. "No one is going to come in 
here and walk over them," he said. 
Hunt and his wife, Mae Evelyn, (A.B. '43) live in a house 
overlooking the Ohio River near Proctorville. His wife is a 
teacher at Fairland High School and Hunt is an executive with 
an automobile sales agency. 
"It's a great honor to get in the Hall of Fame," he said. 
"Very few get in and I'm glad to finally be among that 
number. I certainly am in outstanding company." 
A plaque denoting his membership will hang in the foyer of 
the Charleston Civic Center along with other Mountain State 
athletic heroes. 
Mark Mott Photo 
Carol Kipp, Sutton, W. Va., junior, discusses financial aid programs with Dennis Montrella, Marshall director of student financial 
aid, at his office in Old Main. Miss Kipp is a work-study employee in the university's Office of Informational Services. 
$tudcnt 1inancial Aid: 
!ts lmpact ls Pricclc$$ 
By BOB ADAMS 
It made Page One headlines from New York to Knoxville 
this spring when Marshall University leaders recruited Stuart 
W. Aberdeen to put the thunder back into the Thundering 
Herd's basketball program. 
And just as happily, players attracted to Marshall by the 
skilled recruiting talents of the former University of Tennessee 
coach may bring as many favorable headlines for Marshall. 
Public plaudits for athletic achievements are both des1rved 
and desired, but there is another form of recruiting qtlietly 
and steadily gaining momentum and recognition in the area 
served by Marshall as part of President Robert B. Hayes' 
commitment to over-all excellence at the university. 
University experts are "beating the bushes" across West 
Virginia and the region to inform potential Marshall students 
of not only outstanding academic programs, but financial 
aid available to them should they wish to attend the institu-
tion at Huntington. 
lt's...a recruitment drive in which those thinking of college 
training are told both of Marshall's academic quality and its 
financial aid program which now has about $3 million per 
academic year to help needy, deserving students. 
"We are talking to high school counselors, parents, students 
and their friends," said Dennis Montrella, director of student 
financial aid. "About 3,000 of the university's 11,000-plus 
enrollment are receiving some sort of financial aid and the 
figure could go higher." 
Montrella said he and his financial aid staff are telling 
(Continued on next page) 
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Mark Mott Photo 
Mona Lisa Day, London, W. Va., sophomore, and H. 
Clay Moore, graduate student from Williamson, study 
brochures they're helping prepare as part of their 
student assistant jobs in the Office of the Associate 
Dean of Students in Memorial Student Center. 
(Continued from previous {Nlge) 
listeners that "as far as Marshall University is concerned, 
where there is a will, there is a way to meet college expenses." 
He added that often the university financial aid office, 
backed by federal, state, alumni and other private funds, can 
help students who were not aware they were eligible for 
assistance. 
As pointed out by Montrella, alumni support is a vital part 
of the financial aid program for students. 
As an example, Montrella cited the National Direct Student 
Loan Program, long-term, low-interest loans, to needy, de-
serving students, in which federal matching funds are provided 
on a nine-to-one ratio. "Last year alumni provided $18,673 for 
the NDSL program," Montrella said. "Federal matching funds 
brought this amount up to $168,054 so there are many 
students on campus today being assisted by alumni support." 
Dr. Everett N. Roush, alumni affairs director, said average 
alumni contributions involved in the NDSL program ran from 
$10 to $25. "Most alumni respond to the needs of students," 
he said. "This program has been kept moving as the result of 
many small gifts. Large gifts are great, but the small ones are 
just as vital and just as needed. They are highly appreciated 
by both the university and the students who are helped." 
Marshall will continue to recruit and assist promising 
students through continued alumni support and other vital 
funding, Roush said. 
"Potential students we contact don't have to come from 
poverty situations," Montrella added. "Some forms of 
financial aid are available for almost all income levels." 
Other administrators point out Marshall is an "outstanding 
value" in the field of higher education. 
As outlined by Admissions Director James W. Harless, it 
cost $333 this academic year in tuition and fees for an in-
state undergraduate student or $1,950 for all fees plus room 
and board. The price is $2,950 per year for tuition, fees and 
room and board for out-of-state undergraduate students 
attending Marshall. 
"It rates quite favorably and is a real bargain when 
compared with other quality colleges and universities in the 
region," Harless said. 
Financial aids in addition to the NDSL program available 
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through Montrella's office range from Marshall Univ~rsity 
Tuition Waiver Awards to federally-funded Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grants and the College Work-Study Program. 
There also are general scholarships endowed by individuals, 
fraternal lodges, business firms and other sources. 
One of the private funds is the Prichard School Board 
Scholarship which got its start this way: 
Fred C. Prichard, a wealthy and benevolent West Virginia 
coal operator, established an orphanage near Ona in 1927. 
It was called Prichard School. 
Prichard, first cousin of Marshall's beloved Miss Lucy 
Prichard, built the house for about $125 ,000 and began 
filling the empty rooms with small children, many of whom 
were adopted by Prichard and his wife, Alice. 
Things went sour when the stock market crashed in 1929 
and swept away Prichard's plans (he also owned the Hotel 
Prichard) and his fortune. 
Mr. and Mrs. Prichard moved to Texas, but the dedicated 
and determined efforts of the staff kept the school open and 
at one time it housed 140 children. About 50 orphans were 
reared there from childhood to maturity during its years of 
existence. 
In 1938, financial troubles forced the school to move to 
a smaller building in Milton where it remained in operation 
until 1966. The school then closed, but its founding principle 
of aiding West Virginia youth continued. 
The Prichard School Board Scholarship Fund was estab-
lished in 1972. A sum of $25,000 was presented to Marshall 
by the trustees of the fund for the 1972-73 academic year 
with six honor awards of $1,500 stipulated, three of them set 
aside for much-needed graduate fellowships. 
Residents of West Virginia and Lawrence County, Ohio, 
with high academic achievements are eligible for this award. 
Another aid available to students is the Masonic Scholarship 
Endowment Trust of West Virginia, established in 1968 by 
the Grand Lodge and a group of education-minded Masons. 
The fund has been. carefully nurtured by Masons throughout 
West Virginia and interest it accumulates is divided equally 
between Marshall and West Virginia University. 
The fund realized $20,000 for Marshall students this year 
and is growing. 
Some scholarships stipulate that students must come from 
certain areas of the state in addition to having high grade 
averages. 
One is the Lloyd M. Bartlett Memorial Scholarship in which 
funds are provided for books and tuition for Braxton County 
students who have grade averages of 3.5 or better. "We con-
tacted high school counselors in Braxton County and next 
semester we will have two students attending Marshall under 
this scholarship," Montrella said. 
In I 97 I, the university received $146,000 from the estate 
of Mrs. Cora E. Hypes, widow of James Lowell Hypes, a 1910 
Marshall graduate. These funds are reserved for students from 
Nicholas and Greenbrier counties with 3.5 averages or better. 
University officials get the word to Nicholas and Greenbrier 
counties each semester and there are a good number of de-
serving students benefiting from the Hypes funds. 
Montrella and Roush praised the "high dedication to Mar-
shall, its students and its heritage" which motivated these 
scholarship and endowment programs and others like them, 
Mark Mott Photo 
Freshman Vickie Propst of Parsons, W .Va., operates a folding 
machine at her work-study job in the Office of Graphic 
Services in Old Main. 
but said this shouldn't discourage alumni and other supporters 
who may not be able to help as much. 
"Every gift is vitally needed, effectively used and greatly 
appreciated no matter the amount," said Dr. Roush. 
One of the most valuable federally-funded student aids is 
the work-study program which has students working between 
classes for $2.30 per hour, the minimum wage, in almost every 
office on the campus. ' 
The university gets about $525,000 from the federal 
government each academic year for the program. 
Students often are placed in jobs that fit into their field of 
study and they usually work from I 0 to 18 hours per week, 
according to John F. Morton, assistant director of financial 
aid. 
Typical of work-study students at Marshall is Carol Lee 
Kipp, 19, daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. James L. Kipp Jr. 
of Sutton, W. Va. 
Miss Kipp, a junior in elementary education, is carrying 17 
academic hours this semester and working in the Office of 
Informational Services about IO hours each week. 
"The job helps me meet expenses and I am learning a great 
deal about how a university functions in meeting its responsi-
bilities to the public," she said. "I think it will help me in 
the teaching field later on." 
Another work-study student, Tom Neal, 21, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Thomas C. Neal of Ironton, Ohio, said there are papers 
for students and their parents to fill out to get a work-study 
job, but "not a'Iot of unnecessary red tape." Neal works about 
15 hours each week in the Office of Publications. 
Morton said some work-study students can qualify for 
summer employment at operations such as the American Red 
Cross, libraries, hospitals or other non-profit organizations in 
or' near their hometowns providing federal funds are available 
at the end of the academic year. 
Under this arrangement the non-profit organization pays 
about 27 per cent of the minimum wage paid the student and 
federal funds make up the remainder. 
"It's a good deal for everyone," Morton said. "The student 
gets a summer job near his home, the non-profit organization 
gets help it couldn't afford otherwise and Marshall is able to 
continue lending the deserving student a helping hand." 
Edgar W. Miller, assistant director of financial aid, said 
Marshall's financial aid personnel often design special 
programs involving various forms of aid for students with 
individual financial needs. 
Under specialized planning, Miller explained, a needy 
student could receive a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant, 
a National Direct Student Loan, a work-study job and, if 
qualified academically, a scholarship or some other form of 
private endowment. 
"We can and we are willing to help," Miller said. "Special 
cases require special planning, but it is all part of the student 
aid program at Marshall." 
There are other valuable scholarships and emergency loan 
and assistance programs available and information about them 
is available through the financial aid office at the university. 
"Students who receive these forms of aid from the alumni 
and other sources are highly appreciative," Montrella said. 
"There is no way any of us can place a dollar value on the 
funds as far as the good they do for the student, the uni-
versity and the world in which we live and work." 
YOUR ADDRESS: 
Changing your address? Pleme let the office of Alumni Affain 
know about it. This will insure that you continue to receive 
the Marshall Alumnus and the Green Line. Simply write the 
Office of Almnni Affain, Marshall University , Huntington, W. 
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By JAMES H. WARE 
Anna Gillespie Stewart has a vivid memory of her first day 
of school in 1937. It was to be her last day for a year. 
But there are other .. first days" she recalls-her first day as a 
school custodian, her first day as a school teacher and her first 
day as a school principal. 
Anna's first school year was cut short when her father, 
Cleve Gillespie, was disabled Sept. 15, 1937. He had been 
working in a mine at Briar Creek, about five miles from Alum 
Creek in rural Kanawha County, W. Va., when a coal mine 
power pole he was working on snapped at the base. He was in 
the hospital 13 months. One leg was amputated and he lost a 
kidney. 
Since the Gi.Uesples lived about nine miles from Emmons 
School and Anna had depended on her father to get her there, 
the Emmons school teacher !m11oested that she not attempt 
24 
to Hoolls ... 
school that year. "I cried when 1 couldn't go," she said, "but 
there was nothing we could do about it." 
The Gillispies moved into the Brounland area of Kanawha 
County, near Alum Creek, the next school year and seven-
year-old Anna was enrolled in the two-room school. She went 
through the sixth grade there and was graduated from 
Washington District School in 1950. 
While Anna was in school, her father returned to work in 
1943 in the Jackson Mining Co. lamp house at Briar Creek. 
By 1953 when the Jackson company went out of business, 
Anna was married to Benjamin Stewart and had two small 
children. Her father was out of work for two years then found 
a job as custodian at the new Alum Creek Elementary School. 
Fall had come -to Alum Creek in 1957 and the school's coal 
furnace was greedy. Gillispie started shoveling coal and 
suddenly the pain of an old injury forced him to stop. He 
couldn't continue his job. But if he found someone to do the 
job for him, he could continue to be paid. Anna took over. 
Olcott School 
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"After I had the fire going each morning and dusted .the 
lockers and swept the halls, I asked the teachers if there was 
anything I could help with in class," Anna remembers. 
The principal, Mrs. Mabel Gillenwater, watched Anna 
working with the children and encouraged her to become a 
teacher. Another Alum Creek teacher who helped persuade her 
to go to college was Mrs. Gladys Johnson who had been her 
first grade teacher at Brounland School. 
Anna enrolled at West Virginia State College in January, 
1958. "Before I started to classes, I went to see Ralph Brabbin 
in the Kanawha County Board of Education personnel office 
and asked about my chances of getting a job at the little 
Emmons School." 
Emmons was a one-room school about eight miles from 
Alum Creek where Anna had spent her first day of school in 
1937. Emmons had seen many teachers. When the winters 
James H. Ware of Huntington is a senior journalism 
major at Marshall University and a copy editor for the 
Huntington Herald-Dispatch. 
OLCOTT '~MOOL 
came, the roads became 'impassable and students missed many 
days of school because the teacher couldn't get there. 
"I'll never forget the look on Mr. Brabbin's face - someone 
asking to go to Emmons!" 
Brabbin told Anna that if she could get 30 credit hours by 
September, he would give her a job at Emmons. The pay was 
$1 SO per month for a teacher with 30 credit hours. 
By September, 1958, Anna had 30 credit hours, 52 
students in grades one through five and a one-room school in 
rural Kanawha County. A year before she had been a 
substitute custodian. 
The tiny school had been long neglected. It needed paint. 
The inside walls begged for children's art. 
The 26-year-old teacher was a swirling leaf that fall. She 
brightened the school with paint from the school board and 
help from men in the community. 
As winter approached, the teacher turned her attention to 
the children's 
"That year I went to Coyle and Richardson's Department 
Store in Charleston to see if it would donate jeans for the 
boys, blouses for the girls and a toy for each child in the 
(Continued on next page) 
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The day is March 23, 1969, and the event is the dedication of the newly-consolidated Alum Creek Elementary School. Kanawha 
County Schools Supt. Walter Snyder, left; and board of education member Al Anson, right, congratulate Principal Anna Gillispie 
Stewart. 
(Continued from previous page) 
school. The store did. Christmas at school that year was 
unforgettable. One third grade boy said, 'Mrs. Stewart, this is 
the first Christmas I've ever had.' " . 
Before Christmas the Emmons teacher had worried about 
empty stomachs and long days for her students. Many of them 
came from homes where lunch was a luxury. 
The teacher turned cook and obtained cheese and peanut 
butter from the · school board to make lunches for her 
students. 
"There were enough kids who had some money to buy ice 
cream bars, which we started selling, so- with the profit we 
made, we bought bread to fix sandwiches." 
In 1962 Emmons School was closed and Mrs. Stewart went 
to Olcott School, near Alum Creek. She was graduated from 
West Virginia State College in 1964 after going two nights a 
week and summers for seven years. Aftei: three years teaching 
at Olcott, she was named teaching principal of that four-room 
school. 
She was still principal at Olcott in 1968 when she received a 
master's degree in elementary education from Marshall. That 
year she became principal of three schools - Olcott, Brounland 
and Alum Creek. 
In January, 1969 the three schools were consolidated into 
26 
the expanded Alum Creek Elementary School with Anna 
Gillispie Stewart as principal. She had 417 students and her 
own first grade teacher, Mrs. Johnson, was on her staff. 
"The ironic thing is that Daddy was custodian here all that 
time. When the schools were consolidate~, I was principal and 
he was custodian." Her father retired three years ago and her 
mother sometimes still fills in as a custodian at the school. 
Educator Anna Stewart doesn't volunteer infonnation 
about other memories-hard and lonely drives to Institute or 
Huntington after teaching all day; weekends of study which 
· deprived her of her family's companionship; long cold walks 
through deep mud to get to her job; summers traveling to 
Huntington and, work on a hard-earned thesis. 
They all were necessary to make her dreams come true. 
*** 
Mrs. Stewart's husband is a foreman at the FMC (Food, 
Machinery and Chemical) Industrial Chemical Division at 
South Charleston. Their daughter, Drema Pauley, was 
graduated from West Virginia State College in 1975 and she 

















































can join the growing ranks of Marshall alumni 
who have made a lasting investment in the work 
of the A lumni Association. 
Become a Life Member. 
These alumni did: 
Dr. Everett N. Roush 
Mr. David R. Collins 
Miss Maudella Smith 
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Lewis 
Mr. George A. Thompson 
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra A. Midkiff, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert P. Alexander 
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell D. Stanley 
Dr. Walter E. Brewer 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles S. Duncan 
Mr. Don A. Sargent 
Miss Ethelene Holley 
Mr. Walter S. Donat 
Dr. Charles V. Kelly 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Hedrick 
Mrs. Almeda Smith Martin 
Mrs. S. B. Metzger 
Mrs. Pauline Blackburn Smith 
Dr. and Mrs. David L. Sarrett 
Mr. David Fox, Jr. 
Mr. Curtis F. Baxter 
Mr. and Mrs. Y. Jeff Rife 
Mr. Jimmie J. Amodio 
Miss Sarah A. Hayes 
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton W. Dunlap 
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Willis 
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon C. Doran, Jr. 
Dr. William T. Wright 
Mr. and Mrs. Luther E. Woods 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Burks 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Cooke 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Clark 
Mrs. P. Elaine Ewbank 
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Mayberry 
Mr. Joseph Schmedding 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry White 
Mr. James M. Maroney 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Mc Caskey 
Mr. Fred E. Way Ill 
Mr. Charles E. Justice 
Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. White 
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. "Bart" Andrews 
Mr. and Mrs. Russell C. Lemon 
Dr. Franklin L. Burdette 
Col. and Mrs. Frederick F. Shriner 















































Mr. Richard E. Thompson 
Dr. and Mrs. John F. Morris 
Miss Wade C. Burdette 
Mr. Ray Frazier 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Donald Clark 
Mrs. Hilda Sheets Long 
Mrs. Mary Jane Hughes Stratton 
Miss Lucy E. Rider 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Hooser 
Mr. Lee Ondus Young, Jr. 
Rev. Daniel B. Churton 
Miss Gladdys M. Mitchell 
Miss Roberta Durbin 
Mr. John H. Deitz 
Mr. and Mrs. William Tyler McColm 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Zeke Davis 
Miss Mattie Rider 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Edward Spencer 
Miss Bertha Rider 
Mr. Robert E. Fleshman 
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon P. Ferrell 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Miller, Jr. 
Mrs. Harold M. Pockrose 
Miss Sally O. Cyrus 
Mr. James Brack Johnson, Jr. 
Mr. Stanley F. Love 
Mr. J. Ronald Jenkins 
Mr. Robert F. Puthoff 
Mr. William A. Barringer 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Godbey 
Miss Virginia M. Keadle 
Mr. ,Lake Polan, Jr. 
Mrs. Imogene Hall Powell 
Mr. George F. Phillips 
Mr. Howard K. Sorrell 
Mr. Thomas S. Thornburg 
Mrs. Maude Wilson Tomkies 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Leap 
Mr. Walter Sawaniewski 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Agee 
Mrs. Sam B. Metzger 
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Neal 
Mr. W. Gene Frum 
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Hanna 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip E. Cline 
















































Dr. Henry F. Fricker 
Miss Shelba G. Pew 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Riley 
Mr. and Mrs. Clio C. Henderson 
Mr. David B. Davis 
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas E. Wingrove 
Mr. William W. Hill 
Mr. and Charles W. Bowles 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Collins 
Miss L. Marie White 
Mr. Charles Gene Bailey 
Mr. Lewis Carroll 
Mr. Arthur L. Starkey 
Miss Alethea Putney Stanley 
Miss Maudella Smith 
Miss Iva D. Rule 
Miss Mary Kathleen Rule 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Greenstein 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Churchill Hodges 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph S. Soto 
Mr. Robert E. Wheeler 
Dr. John P. Shells 
Mr. Donald E. Schorr 
Miss Mary Patricia Owen 
Mr. William J. Hussian 
Mrs. Eugenia F. Gardner 
Mr. George E. Nolan, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Morton 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ross Trent, Jr. 
Mrs. Betty White Burks 
Dr. Gary M. Tolley 
Mrs. Mary M. Harris 
Mr. Jimmie D. Cox 
Miss Irma P. Patton 
Mr. Gerald M. Sieber 
Mrs. Ruth Blackburn Strachocki 
Mr. Charles W. Matthews 
Mr. Dixon Callihan 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph R. Dial, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph W. Hunnicutt, Ill 
Miss Patricia Ann Faller 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas H. Crickard 
Ms. Helen May Wortman 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis McKenzie White 
Mr. & Mrs. Noel P. Copen 
Mrs. Mary L. Sharp 
Mrs. Frances L. Boyd 
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